
Movement Entertainment is glad to share with its supporters the excellent results of Kappa FuturFestival 7th edition: the contempo-
rary music and visual arts festival, that holds the European Commission patronage together with Movement Torino Music Festival, 
has once again confirmed itself as the main Italian summer format.

EUROPEAN COOPERATION
KFF was among the chosen venues for experimenting wearable technologies that use the Internet of Things, as part of the Horizon 
2020 MONICA project. 
Several partners such as the Istituto Superiore Mario Boella, the Technical University of Denmark and Torino’s Local Police were 
conducting tests onsite focusing on sound control and flows monitoring, in order to build a safe and consumer-friendly environment.

PROGRAM AND ATTENDANCE
The program spread over two days on 7th and 8th July, involving 65 artists across 4 stages. 50.000 attendees from 87 countries (35% 
of the overall public) set a new record for electronic music in Italy.

ECONOMY AND TERRITORY
KFF took on several maintenance works such as the grass-mowing and the soil and plants inspection. KFF is also providing the park 
with porta-potties for visitors before and after the Festival.
KFF consolidated its bonds with the territory through the collaboration with the most qualified national and international industrial 
partners, with the employment of over 850 people and the close interaction with local tourist operators. The Festival promoted 
about 15k overnight stays in tourist accommodations in the cities (+10%).

The estimated positive outcome on the territory is 15 million euros.

MOBILITY & SUSTAINABILITY
The renewed partnership with Sagat expanded the extra-urban mobility program, promoting over 5.5k transits at Turin Airport. The 
long lasting collaboration with GTT consolidated the urban mobility program, which together with TaxiTorino registered over 8.5k 
fares. The TRASHed environmental educational campaign, whose aim is to encourage recycling, has been once again operated by 
Global Inheritance, the Los Angeles based non-profit organization.

INNOVATION
KFF improved the use of the cashless technology: the digital payment method counted over 220k transactions through RFID chip 
integrated loyalty cards, necessary to purchase goods and services at the Festival.

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
Since January, KFF website has recorded 168k unique visitors from 163 countries with over 579k pages viewed. FuturFestival 
Facebook page had 1million views and 16k new fans (in total 140k) mainly from Italy, Mexico, United Kingdom, Spain, France and 
Brasil. The page’s reach is 9million users, 500k followed the video-streaming from the Festival.
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